
Carrboro Connects Public Hearing Draft – Public Comments 

February 2022 

 

THE FOLLOWING REPRESENTS ALL PUBLIC COMMENTS SUBMITTED SINCE NOVEMBER 16, 2021 IN 

RELATION TO CARRBORO CONNECTS AS OF FEBRUARY 18, 2022. COMMENTS WERE RECEIVED 

THROUGH THE PROJECT WEBSITE AS WELL AS EMAIL.  
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Please restore the ParkServe parks priority map and
please remove (or revamp) the Walkshed map

Comments on November draft of Carrboro Connects Comprehensive Plan
Bob Proctor   February 10, 2022

The September draft of the CC comprehensive plan (CCCP) included a
map on p.134 that indicated the highest priority areas of Carrboro for receiving
new parks.  This ParkServe map was obtained from the Trust for Public Lands.
They arrived at their recommended areas by giving weight to the data for the
following six important parameters:  population density, density of low income
households, density of people of color, community health, urban heat islands, and
pollution burden.  But this insightful map was deleted from the November draft
of the CCCP.  From 2017 through 2020 our progressive friends urged federal
agencies to listen to the data-driven advice formulated by subject area experts.
On this matter I would similarly urge you to respect the conclusions of these
outside experts by restoring the ParkServe map to the comprehensive plan.

Since providing equitable treatment by the Town to all Carrboro residents
over the next 20 years is the primary overarching theme of this comprehensive
plan,  it is not surprising that the words 'equity' and 'equitable' occur 180 times
in the 256 page November draft.  Anyone familiar with Carrboro and its parks
can readily see that the distribution of parkland and park facilities is highly
inequitable when the parks south of Main Street are compared to the parks north
of Main Street:  To measure equity one must take into account the size of a park,
how many facilities it contains, and how many nearby residents must share its
space.  Although thousands of residents live in multi-family homes south of Main
Street, the only Town parks on that side of town are small or tiny, are located on
or near Main Street itself, and have scant facilities.  In contrast, all four of
Carrboro's sizable multi-facility parks are north of Main Street, on the largely
privileged side of town where most homes already are surrounded by their own
greenery.  The deleted ParkServe map reflected this obvious "common sense"
analysis:  all of its dark purple "Very High Priority" area was south of Main
Street.

The deletion of this map is especially concerning because not only has it
been replaced by a 10-minute Walkshed map, a sentence that refers to the new
Walkshed map has also been added:On p.145 the November draft lists several
"Criteria for parkland acquisition and capital improvements" in a new sidebar.
The last of these criteria, "Land/project would provide greater access to
households that are currently more than a 10-minute walk from a park", is saying
to anyone who happens to live within a ten minute walk of any patch of land
currently designated as a "park" that their needs for natural space and park
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facilities have been satisfied.  This is unfair to people who live close to several of
the designated "parks";  to illustrate this we begin with the two most extreme
examples:

The Simpson and Brewer "mini-parks" should really be called "micro-
parks".  The Simpson park, whose usable area is only 0.16 acre, consists of
nothing but a fenced-in playground for children under 7.  The hundreds of
people living in the apartment homes on both sides of NC-54 near Carrboro Plaza
are within a 10-minute walk of this tiny patch of land.  No unaccompanied adult
male can hang out in this park without scaring away young families and possibly
even being called into the police.  Apart from the playground there is just one
uncovered picnic table (without a brazier).  There is no good place to park (not
even on the street, given the steep shoulders and another nearby intersection).
The Brewer park, whose usable area is only 0.25 acre, consists of nothing but an
old badly slanted basketball court surrounded by two small grassy areas:  Most of
that "park" property is leased to a community pre-school, which has fenced in
their playground as a private entity.  On weekdays none of the parking spaces are
available to the public before 6:00pm.  Perhaps two hundred low income folks
live in the adjacent neighborhood.  This "park" is worthless to any of them who
do not play basketball.  To tell any of these people, or any of the people living
near Carrboro Plaza, that their needs for natural space and recreational facilities
have been met is an affront.

Were all 11 of the parks and facilities listed in the R & P brochure
automatically included for the formation of the Walkshed map?
I have heard from one source that the Town's image with the County has already
been damaged by the Town ignoring Carolina North when computing parkland
available.  If a Carrboro resident within ten minutes of UNC's Carolina North
(or Chapel Hill's Hargraves pool) wants to walk in nature (or go swimming) they
are not going to care about which government entity is managing the space.  That
UNC space and that Chapel Hill park should simply be included in the Walkshed
map without using a special color.  Moreover, if someone wants to go jogging on
the grounds of a public school on the weekend, they are not going to be
concerned with whether the Town holds some obscure contract with the school
district for that space.  Public schools tend to be evenly distributed
geographically, their grounds can confidently used only on the weekends (by lone
adult males who don't want to be feel skittish about being near a school), and they
are usually good only for jogging.  So all schools should be ignored when
forming a map.  Carrboro Elementary School (details below) and Smith Soccer
Fields should be ignored.  If you don't play soccer, then how are those soccer
fields being less than a ten minute walk away from your home relevant to the
question at hand?
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The Century Center is a valuable resource, and it is true that dancing
groups use it and some exercise classes are held there.  But since it is entirely
indoors it does not provide any contact with nature.  Relatively few people live
within a ten minute walk of it;  what our downtown is currently lacking is a
natural space (other than the privately owned WSM front (plastic) "lawn").  It
would be best to simply delete the Century Center from this analysis.  This
analysis should include only the four real parks (Anderson, MLK, Wilson/Adams,
Baldwin), and (once their small areas and their high population service areas are
taken into account) the Town Commons mini-park and the Simpson and Brewer
micro-parks.

In 1954 in their Brown decision the Supreme Court ruled that "separate but
equal" is inherently impossible since separate always implies unequal.  Please
contrast the mono-facilities offered by the tiny Simpson and Brewer Parks with
the multiple gold-plated facilities in the large MLK Park, which is in the heart of
the most privileged part of Carrboro.  The contrast becomes more glaring when
one computes the numbers of residents who live within ten minute walks of those
three parks.  To obtain true equity the Town should aspire to offer an equal
amount of natural space per person and an equal number of facilities per person.
After all, the General Parks Facilities Comparisons table on p.157 compares the
numbers of acres of parkland per 1000 residents for Carrboro overall to the
nationwide average for this statistic for comparably sized towns.  A good
example of this is provided by Town Commons:  It could reasonably be called a
"mini-park" since it offers a little bit of open green space and four facilities.
However (as the description below indicates) not only does it pale in comparison
even to Baldwin Park (much less than to Wilson, MLK, and Anderson Parks), it
is surrounded by hundreds of residents within a ten minute walk (in contrast to
those parks).  So the residents living near it are not now being equitably served
by it.

Using the Walkshed map in its current form will help to lock in the
existing inequitable distribution of natural spaces, parklands, and park facilities.
In my humble opinion I feel that the November draft gives too much emphasis to
the 10-minute walk concept.  Although proximity is extremely important, having
a sharp cut-off at 10 minutes is likely to lead to some strange conclusions.
Nonetheless, if it is retained, my companion document, 'If the Walkshed map is
…', proposes incorporating the acres per 1000 residents metric into the 10-
minute Walkshed map.  This proposed map, which could be easily prepared,
would not address the number of facilities available but it would still paint a
much fairer picture for the siting of our next park than the current Walkshed
map would.  Even if the Walkshed map is improved in this manner the ParkServe
map should still be restored to the comprehensive plan.
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** Park Details **

Town Commons Mini-Park:  You can't use it during a prime recreation time,
before 1:00pm on Saturdays (which is 25% of weekend daylight hours).  Even if
all three of its parking lots are ignored, the center grass is only 21% of its
roughly square area.  Since it has no large trees it is difficult to describe it as
providing a "natural space":  Its paved areas add up to 55% of its squarish area,
with its border grass and trees comprising the remaining 24%.  It is surrounded
by two large parking lots, a busy street, and a noisy car wash.  Its two large
parking lots, along with Town Hall and the gym and their parking lots, form one
of the most intense urban heat islands in Carrboro.  This means that exercising in
it during the summer months is more unpleasant (and riskier) than exercising in
the large green parks on the northside of town.  (It does contain four facilities:
covered spaces, a pair of picnic tables, a tiny playground, and restrooms.)

Carrboro Elementary School "Park":  There is no signage at the school that
indicates that some of its grounds are somehow regarded as forming a Town
park.  The Recreation and Parks' brochure states that this "park" is open on
weekdays from 3:00pm to dark.  However, the only sign on the school property
states "These Grounds Are Reserved for School Use Only Mon-Fri 7:00am-
6:00pm"!  I recently decided to brave the danger of the cops being called when I
entered at 5:30pm on a Friday, since there were still a dozen children playing on
the equipment (overseen by some sort of official adult).  On the hidden baseball
field in the back I did see an adult male dog walker and an adult male jogger;
they must have entered via the signless back entrance.  The R & P brochure lists
the following facilities:  youth baseball field, basketball court, play equipment,
open space.  How is this different than any other schoolyard?  What is the point
of including this particular school in the analysis at hand?
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If the Walkshed map is retained,
please incorporate sizes-of-parks and populations-served

Proposal to improve November draft of Carrboro Connects Comprehensive Plan
Bob Proctor   February 9, 2022

For the consideration of the creation of new parks the November draft of
the CC comprehensive plan (CCCP) replaced the ParkServe map with a new
Walkshed map.  As the accompanying document 'Please restore …' indicated, the
ParkServe map accurately reflected the current inequitable distribution of parks
within Carrboro while the Walkshed map has several inequitable shortcomings.
In my humble opinion I feel that the November draft gives too much emphasis to
the 10-minute walk concept.  Although proximity is extremely important, having
a sharp cut-off at 10 minutes is likely to lead to some strange conclusions.
Nonetheless, in case it is retained, here it is indicated how the Walkshed map
could be improved to give a much more accurate view of how the Town can
more accurately provide equitable access to nearby natural spaces and parks for
its residents.

Most importantly, please consider first revising the new sidebar on p.145
as follows.  This will better align this sidebar with the overarching theme of the
comprehensive plan, in which the words 'equity' and 'equitable' appear 180 times
over 256 pages.  The title for this sidebar is "Criteria for parkland acquisition
and capital improvements".  First delete the last sentence, which pertains to 10-
minute walksheds.  Please consider replacing it with a new first bullet point.  This
emphasizes equity with respect to both quantity and quality, without limiting its
scope by refering to the somewhat-arbitrary 10-minute walkable metric:
"•  Land/project would enhance access to natural spaces and parks which are
equitable both with respect to nearby acres per 1000 population served and with
respect to population per nearby facility available."

Principals for Refinement of Walkshed Map
•  As the recent inclusion of the General Parks Facilities Comparisons table on
p.157 of the November draft indicated, it is important not only to have some
parkland within a 10-minute walk of as many residents as possible, the amount of
parkland provided per resident is also a crucial metric to achieve equity.
•  When determining the population served by a park it should be kept in mind
that people are not going to hesitate to cross town lines and they will not care
which government entity is managing a tract or a facility.
•  Schools are more or less evenly distributed geographically and they tend to
have similarly limited facilities.  Their grounds can be accessed only during
limited times.  For the sake of simplicity it seems best to ignore all school
grounds, whether or not our R & P department happens to have some kind of
contractual arrangement in place with the school district.
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9 Parks to Include (and 3 to Ignore)
Please see 'Please restore …' for the rationales.
Parks & Natural Areas:  Anderson, MLK, Wilson/Adams, Baldwin, Hargraves,
Carolina North.
Mini-Park:  Town Commons
Micro-Parks:  Simpson, Brewer
Please Ignore:  indoors-only Century Center, Carrboro Elementary schoolyard,
Smith Soccer Fields.

Map Colors
After deleting the three facilities listed above, begin with the Walkshed map.
   Pale Yellow:    Do not shade any land outside of Carrboro's boundaries, with the
following exception … do shade all areas pale yellow that are outside of
Carrboro but within the 10-minute walkshed of any of the 9 listed parks.  (This is
being done to indicate which nearby non-Carrboro areas are contributing people
to a park's service burden.)
  Shades of Pink & Red for Non-Walkable Areas:    Within Carrboro's boundaries,
shade all areas that are not within a 10-minute walk of one of the 9 listed parks
with some shade of pink or red.  The lightest pink would be used for the most
sparsely populated non-walkable areas and the darkest red would be used for the
most densely populated non-walkable areas.  (All of these areas have 0 acres of
parkland within a 10-minute walk.)  Dark red would indicate the most "unparked
per person" parts of Town.
  Shades of Blue & Purple for Walkable Areas:    For the areas within a 10-minute
walk of some park we want to indicate (as in the table on p.157) just how many
people (within Carrboro and outside of Carrboro) are using each acre in that
park.  For example, suppose a 1 acre park has 1000 people living within a 10-
minute walk of it.  (For now also suppose that its walkshed does not overlap with
the walkshed of any other park.)  Then its walkshed would be shaded with a shade
of blue/purple that would indicate that it is providing 1.0 acre per 1000 residents
within its 10-minute service area.  If a large park was situated in a thinly
populated part of town (e.g. MLK) then its statistic might be something like 10.0
acres per 1000 residents.  Shade it pale blue to indicate that those folks are being
"amply-parked".  If a small park was situated in a densely populated part of town
(e.g. Town Commons) then its statistic might be something like 0.1 acres per
1000 residents.  Shade it dark purple, to indicate that is has the highest need for
more parkland within the "under-parked" parts of Town.
   Overlapping Walksheds:    Here and there there may be small areas that are within
a 10-minute walk of two parks, e.g. the homes midway between Wilson and
Town Commons.  Those areas would given the shade of blue that indicates the
sum of the two density stats for the two walksheds that it is in.
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Other Possible Maps

•  If there is only one map:  If the Walkshed map is converted into just one map
as suggested above then the acres in Adams should be added to the acres in
Wilson to obtain one Wilson/Adams tract.

•  A Natural Spaces map:  It would be nice to prepare a second map that would
indicate access to natural spaces using the same acres-per-1000-residents metric.
Then Adams could be removed from Wilson/Adams in the first map.  The
Simpson park would be removed from the Natural Spaces map.  The sizes of
Brewer and of Town Commons would be cut in half for Natural Spaces;  the
latter mini-park is 55% pavement.

•  A Facilities map:  It would be nice to prepare a third map that would indicate
access to recreational facilities.  Then the Century Center would be listed.  If a
Natural Space map had been prepared then the Adams tract could be ignored for
the facilities map, apart from its trails being counted as a facility for Wilson.  A
scoring system could be developed to indicate how many facilities are available at
each site.  Both Simpson and Brewer would receive scores of '1' (for
playground-only and for basketball-only).  Town Commons would receive a
score of '4' (pavilion, play area, two picnic tables, restrooms).  MLK Park would
receive a score over '20'.  It has two covered picnic areas (each with multiple
tables and braziers), a jogging track, a pair of exercise stations on that track, a
mini-amphitheater, a large and luxurious play area, a pump track, a community
garden, and plush (heated!) restrooms.  Not to mention 9 benches and 18 garbage
cans!
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1

Ben Berolzheimer

From: Mary Bryant

Sent: Friday, February 18, 2022 2:38 PM

To: Ben Berolzheimer

Cc: Trish McGuire

Subject: FW: flawed infill policy 

From: Richard Ellington <outlook_41CF9C58A0763675@outlook.com>  
Sent: Friday, February 18, 2022 11:10 AM 
To: PublicComment <publiccomment@carrboronc.gov> 
Subject: flawed infill policy  

The town of Carrboro seems hell-bent on covering every piece of urban grass with driveways and buildings. A once 
generous-sized lot on the corner of High and Old Hillsborough streets that originally had only one small house, a nice 
lawn and greenery and an accessory structure now has five dwellings on it. This is shameful. 

The town that once was p[populated by a couple of thousand citizens is now about TEN TIMES that with only a small 
increase in area. Living cheek by jowl with your neighbors may be a thing, good or bad, but I see no reason to find out.  

For years we have had flooding issues in various location in our town. Tom’s Creek is the classic example. The trailer park 
on South Greensboro Street is another. It has been determined by a number of experts in various reports to the town 
government that something needs to be done about controlling the flow and rate of runoff after storm events BUT the 
town government has done very little to actually address this issue. One of the reasons for the increase in rate and rate 
of runoff is housing density and impervious surface from the increased infill.  

The town government needs to either get serious about reducing the rapid infill rate OR deal seriously with runoff. This 
is part of the town council’s job. 

Respectfully submitted, Richard Ellington 

Sent from Mail for Windows 
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